Abstract: Studying the impact of social events is important for the sustainable development of society. Given the growing popularity of social media applications, social sensing networks with users acting as smart social sensors provide a unique channel for understanding social events. Current research on social events through geo-tagged social media is mainly focused on the extraction of information about when, where, and what happened, i.e., event detection. There is a trend towards the machine learning of more complex events from even larger input data. This research work will undoubtedly lead to a better understanding of big geo-data. In this study, however, we start from known or detected events, raising further questions on how they happened, how they affect people's lives, and for how long. By combining machine learning, natural language processing, and visualization methods in a generic analytical framework, we attempt to interpret the impact of known social events from the dimensions of time, space, and semantics based on geo-tagged social media data. The whole analysis process consists of four parts: (1) preprocessing; (2) extraction of event-related information; (3) analysis of event impact; and (4) visualization. We conducted a case study on the "2014 Shanghai Stampede" event on the basis of Chinese Sina Weibo data. The results are visualized in various ways, thus ensuring the feasibility and effectiveness of our proposed framework. Both the methods and the case study can serve as decision references for situational awareness and city management.
Introduction
The world has witnessed a tremendous upsurge of social events, which began during the late nineteenth century and continued into the twenty-first century. A variety of social events, especially negative ones (e.g., terrorist attacks, violent incidents), have undeniable impacts on a variety of aspects regarding individuals and society at large, which are worthy of recognition as a distinct academic discipline [1] . Scholars have mainly used traditional sociological methods (e.g., interviews and sample surveys) to study the impact of social events, leading to a large number of insightful empirical results. Social sensing was spawned as a result of rapid technological development, especially in communication technology and mobile positioning technology, which triggered a data-driven channel for understanding social events. Social sensing is powerful for crowd-sourcing users, with each individual playing the role of a sensor [2] . Various types of big data (e.g., social media data, trajectory (1) Utilizing social sensing, the proposed framework enables a combination of machine learning, natural language processing (NLP), and visualization methods to discover evidence from geo-tagged social media data that indicate the impacts of social events. (2) A topic discovery method based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is applied, in which a topic coherence model is used to determine the optimal number of topics hidden in the event-related information, thus obtaining a more reasonable topic clustering. (3) A social sentiment analysis is conducted to explore the impact of social events in terms of public sentiment. This analysis is based on a comparative assessment of the daily sentimental value of event-related information, event-irrelevant information, and comprehensive information.
With regard to the sections hereinafter, in Section 2, we give an overview of related work. Section 3 explains the computational model of studying event impact based on geo-tagged social media data. A case study is provided in Section 4, and research outcomes are discussed in Section 5. Finally, we conclude this paper and describe future work in Section 6.
Related Work
This section introduces, on the one hand, the research progress made by sociologists in applying various sociological methods to study social event impact and, on the other hand, the merits of geo-tagged social media data as well as the current research progress made in using geo-tagged social media data to understand social events.
Traditional Research on the Impact of Social Events
The impacts of various social events have typically been studied using traditional sociological methods (e.g., interviews, questionnaires and surveys, and documents and records). Regarding sports events, for example, Ohmann et al. studied the impact of the 2006 Football World Cup on the local residents through face-to-face interviews with 132 people [6] . Based on a questionnaire approach, Fredline and Faulkner used logistic regression analysis to interpret the influence indicators on residents' different attitudes towards local motor-racing events [7, 8] . Using a social conflict analysis database, Moreno and Miguel analyzed the short-term causal impact of sports events on social unrest events in Africa [9] . Using case studies, Scholtens and Peenstra [10] and Barreda et al. [11] analyzed the impact of sports events on the stock market and hotel industry, respectively. Regarding political aspects, Healy et al. collected original survey data during basketball championships to study the impact of irrelevant events on voters' evaluations of government performance [12] . Bariviera et al. studied the effect of geopolitical events on the oil market based on the price dynamics of West Texas Intermediate (WTI) [13] . Regarding public safety, Smith et al. analyzed public responses to the 11 September attacks through a random telephone survey of 2126 U.S. residents [14] . Arvanitidis et al. studied the impact of terrorist attacks on citizens' risk-perceptions based on European social surveys [15] . Regarding the tourism aspect, Breitsohl and Garrod used an online survey to examine people's cognitive reactions to an incident of unethical behavior at a tourist destination [16] . By means of questionnaires, Li et al. studied the public preferences for a post-event visit to the host city [17] . In recent years, the research potential of multi-sourcing social data has gradually attracted the attention of scholars. Cell phone mobility data was used to explore the relationship between various types of social events and participants' origins [18] . Various types of early network communication structures were used to learn and detect political abuse in social media [19] . In regard to political opinion mining, an opinion diffusion model was constructed to analyze and predict public reactions based on crowd social media content [20] .
Current sociological studies on the impacts of social events mainly rely on sample surveys and in-depth interviews. It is irrefutable that the sample survey is the core methodological resource of sociology [21] . However, the increasing intensity of in-depth cooperations among sociology, computer science, and linguistics empowers us with new possibilities made possible by new data and methods for recognizing the impact of social events [22] . On the basis of widely used social media platforms, we can gather social data that is richer and is able to be used as a new avenue for understanding social events.
Event-Related Research Based on Geo-Tagged Social Media Data
Several key features of geo-tagged social media data make it feasible and valuable in lives monitoring event information. First, social media platforms like Twitter and China's Sina Weibo enable users to post about what has happened and share their knowledge. Second, users acting as smart social sensors are able to quickly report nearby events to others, thus raising attention to events. Third, social media data with spatial-temporal components can provide events with an explicit time-space description [23] . Fourth, given the broad geographic distribution and a huge number of users, events are able to be perceived efficiently. These features make geo-tagged social media data valuable for event study [24] .
Crooks et al. assessed the potential of people to act as sensors for event monitoring and concluded that social media data could be used to enhance our situational awareness [25] . For event detection and tracking, some scholars integrated the temporal burstiness of terms or data volume and location information to find local events [26, 27] . Adjusted classical probabilistic models combined with spatial and temporal features represent another frequently investigated approach of event detection [28, 29] . Furthermore, some researchers have made use of time partitioning and spatial changes to track geo-events from geo-tagged social media data [30] . Regarding the extraction of event-related information, Murzintcev and Cheng proposed an automated process to collect event-related messages based on Hashtags, thus proving its availability by comparing it with other keyword-based methods [31] . Based on geo-tagged Flickr photos, Yan et al. proposed a workflow to discover spatiotemporal knowledge about post-disaster tourism recovery [32] . Yet another research topic dealt with the visualization of events. Nakaji and Yanai proposed a method of visualizing real-word events by showing event-related photos selected from geo-tagged social media [33] . Gao discussed different visualization methods to present the influenza activities in the United States [34] .
As can be seen, geo-tagged social media data contains rich event information, and the current research work is mainly focused on when, where, and what happened, as well as related visualization methods. The immediate perceptions people have of the event tend to prevail, whereas their reflections on the concept, judgment, and inference of events remain less affected. In this study, we attempt to shift the research focus onto how social events have happened and how they affect our lives by taking advantage of widely accessible geo-tagged social media platforms and more advanced data-mining approaches.
Methods
The analysis framework described in Figure 1 includes four steps after social media data retrieval: data preprocessing, event-related information extraction, social event impact analysis, and visualization. Data preprocessing, which is described in Section 3.1, aims at improving the quality of data and adapting the data to the subsequent treatment. The extraction of event-related information from geo-tagged social media data is described in Section 3.2. The analysis of social event impact is divided into two parts: social sentiment analysis and social opinion mining. The former examines the public perception of events (Section 3.3), and the latter emphasizes the rational knowledge that people have of events (Section 3.4). Finally, visualization methods for data and analysis results are discussed in Section 3.5. lives by taking advantage of widely accessible geo-tagged social media platforms and more advanced data-mining approaches.
The analysis framework described in Figure 1 includes four steps after social media data retrieval: data preprocessing, event-related information extraction, social event impact analysis, and visualization. Data preprocessing, which is described in Section 3.1, aims at improving the quality of data and adapting the data to the subsequent treatment. The extraction of event-related information from geo-tagged social media data is described in Section 3.2. The analysis of social event impact is divided into two parts: social sentiment analysis and social opinion mining. The former examines the public perception of events (Section 3.3), and the latter emphasizes the rational knowledge that people have of events (Section 3.4). Finally, visualization methods for data and analysis results are discussed in Section 3.5. 
Preprocessing
This section includes field filtering, dataset extraction, text tokenization, and stop word filtering. Bearing in mind that this study deals with the spatial, temporal, and semantic dimensions of geotagged social media data, related fields such as release time, location, and text messages are extracted from the raw data, and other unnecessary information are filtered away.
Regarding event-related information extraction, the hashtag is a good reference to label eventrelated information by the public. First, we manually select event-related hashtags as a reference to construct an event-related information dataset. Then, in order to extract more useful data, we approach this as a binary classification problem. Each record will be divided as being either eventrelated or event-irrelevant. In constructing the binary training dataset, the extracted dataset of eventrelated information based on hashtags will be the dataset for event-related training, whereas the dataset of event-irrelevant training may be selected from data posted with a similar background but before the event took place.
In order to facilitate the subsequent classification and mining of texts, a tokenization process is needed. Cohesive strings from social media posts should be split up into single words using word segmentation technology. Words in the English language are separated by spaces. However, in Chinese text, a semantic unit is often composed of one or more Chinese characters, and there is no obvious separator between words. To solve this problem, a Python package used for Chinese text segmentation called "jieba" is used and performs well. By building a directed acyclic graph based on prefix dictionary structure, it can find potential word combinations efficiently. The most common and frequently occurring words lacking valuable information, which are called "stop words", are then excluded to reduce noise among the remaining tokens. In this study, we used the standard stop 
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Regarding event-related information extraction, the hashtag is a good reference to label event-related information by the public. First, we manually select event-related hashtags as a reference to construct an event-related information dataset. Then, in order to extract more useful data, we approach this as a binary classification problem. Each record will be divided as being either event-related or event-irrelevant. In constructing the binary training dataset, the extracted dataset of event-related information based on hashtags will be the dataset for event-related training, whereas the dataset of event-irrelevant training may be selected from data posted with a similar background but before the event took place.
In order to facilitate the subsequent classification and mining of texts, a tokenization process is needed. Cohesive strings from social media posts should be split up into single words using word segmentation technology. Words in the English language are separated by spaces. However, in Chinese text, a semantic unit is often composed of one or more Chinese characters, and there is no obvious separator between words. To solve this problem, a Python package used for Chinese text segmentation called "jieba" is used and performs well. By building a directed acyclic graph based on prefix dictionary structure, it can find potential word combinations efficiently. The most common and frequently occurring words lacking valuable information, which are called "stop words", are then excluded to reduce noise among the remaining tokens. In this study, we used the standard stop word list released by the Information Retrieval Laboratory of the Harbin Institute of Technology to remove stop words.
Extraction of Event-Related Information
Extracting unlabeled event-related information from geo-tagged social media datasets could be formulated as a binary classification problem and solved with machine learning methods. As shown in Figure 2 , the whole process starts with the construction of training data, continues with feature selection and the construction and evaluation of classifiers, then terminates with the extraction of event-related information. 
Extracting unlabeled event-related information from geo-tagged social media datasets could be formulated as a binary classification problem and solved with machine learning methods. As shown in Figure 2 , the whole process starts with the construction of training data, continues with feature selection and the construction and evaluation of classifiers, then terminates with the extraction of event-related information. At first, two training datasets are constructed: an event-related dataset, and an event-irrelevant one. Hashtags serve as markers for an event-related training dataset, whereas a dataset posted under similar conditions but before the event happened is selected as an event-irrelevant training dataset. Subsequently, we apply the Vector Space Model (VSM), which uses the vectors of identifiers to represent the text documents. In addition, the term frequency (TF) is used as the semantic weighting factor.
A text-based binary classification is required in order to extract more event-related information from the original data. With respect to a specific event, it is usually difficult to obtain large labeled data for deep learning in a short period of time, so this paper considers three robust machine learning algorithms (Naive Bayes, the k-nearest-neighbors algorithms, and Support Vector Machine) as alternatives [35] [36] [37] [38] . The Naive Bayes (NB) method is a probabilistic classifier based on Bayes' theorem and assuming conditional independence. The k-nearest-neighbors (KNN) algorithm is a non-parametric method with the k closest training examples in the feature space as input. Support Vector Machine (SVM) constructs a hyperplane or set of hyperplanes in a high-or infinitedimensional space to do classification, regression, or other tasks. These three methods are perhaps insufficient for complex classification tasks, but they perform well on the binary classification of texts. Hyperparameters tuning is indispensable to classifiers building, and cross validation is required to avoid overfitting. In the end, we use three common measures to compare the relative performance of the classifiers: precision, recall, and F1_score, as shown in Equations (1)- (3):
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A text-based binary classification is required in order to extract more event-related information from the original data. With respect to a specific event, it is usually difficult to obtain large labeled data for deep learning in a short period of time, so this paper considers three robust machine learning algorithms (Naive Bayes, the k-nearest-neighbors algorithms, and Support Vector Machine) as alternatives [35] [36] [37] [38] . The Naive Bayes (NB) method is a probabilistic classifier based on Bayes' theorem and assuming conditional independence. The k-nearest-neighbors (KNN) algorithm is a non-parametric method with the k closest training examples in the feature space as input. Support Vector Machine (SVM) constructs a hyperplane or set of hyperplanes in a high-or infinite-dimensional space to do classification, regression, or other tasks. These three methods are perhaps insufficient for complex classification tasks, but they perform well on the binary classification of texts. Hyperparameters tuning is indispensable to classifiers building, and cross validation is required to avoid overfitting. In the end, we use three common measures to compare the relative performance of the classifiers: precision, recall, and F1_score, as shown in Equations (1)- (3):
where t p is the number of correctly classified positive items, f p is the number of wrongly classified positive items, and f n is the number of wrongly classified negatives. Precision is the fraction of positive items among the retrieved items. Recall measures the proportion of actual positives that are correctly identified as such, and F1_score is the harmonic average of the precision and recall. Among the three aforementioned classifiers, the one with the best performance is adopted to extract event-related data for further analysis.
Social Sentiment Analysis
This section describes how to analyze changes in public sentiment based on social media messaging. The common sentiment analysis task is to extract sentiment polarity or intensity from text, facial expression, body movement, or music [39] . Regarding short text-based sentiment analysis, common methods can be categorized as supervised methods and lexicon-based methods. Since supervised approaches are usually domain-specific, while lexicon-based methods are more general, the lexicon-based methods are a better fit for our context.
We consider sentimental words, stop words, degree adverbs, and antonym words in analyzing the level of sentiment in the social media message. Three tasks are involved: judgment of the word function, construction of a sentimental unit, and calculation of the sentimental value. With regard to the first task, each word is determined to be a sentimental word, a degree word, or an antonym word. The sentimental units are then constructed according to the location of the sentimental word. Each sentimental unit contains a sentimental word as well as possible degree words and antonym words before it. Finally, we calculate the sentimental score for each sentimental unit and summarize all scores as the final sentimental score for the whole text, as shown in Equation (4):
where P(U i ) means the sentimental value of the ith sentimental unit, and P(T) is the sentimental value of the text. The degree wordlist is provided by HowNet (Chinese knowledge base) [40] . It has 219 words and is divided into six levels. Referring to [41] , we assign these degree levels different weights in a descending order (2, 1.5, 1.25, 1.2, 0.8, 0.5) and attach the weights to the corresponding sentimental words. The degree factor γ for the ith sentimental word w i is defined in Equation (5):
where d ki is the weight of the kth degree word for the ith sentimental word. Antonym words are important for the judgment of the sentimental polarity in a sentence. If an antonym word precedes a sentimental word, the semantics for the word will be reversed, which will affect the sentimental polarity of the whole sentence. Since there is not a standard Chinese antonym wordlist, we extracted 44 antonym words to construct such a wordlist based on several related research works [42, 43] . The impact factor of antonym words τ on the sentimental words w i is defined as:
where n is the number of antonym words in the ith sentimental unit. Taking all the above characteristics into consideration, we obtain the sentimental value of the ith sentimental unit:
where P(w i ) is the sentimental value of the ith sentimental word. The sentimental wordlist provided by the Dalian University of Technology has a more detailed intensity division for sentimental words [44] .
It contains 27,466 sentimental words and each word has a polarity and a sentimental intensity. Sentimental intensity is divided into five levels (1, 3, 5, 7, 9) in an ascending order.
Social Opinion Mining
Social media users acting as smart social sensors are able to articulate their personal perception to social events in addition to relying on their own judgments and inferences to reveal the hidden relations between a focus event and other events. In this section, we will use the topic discovery model and the topic evaluation model to mine social opinions from social media messages. The analysis of the topic words obtained from topic discovery can assist us in discovering the attitude of the public and the implicit relationships among events.
Topic Model: LDA
The topic model is a type of statistical model used to discover the latent semantic structures of a text body. It helps us to organize and gain insights into large collections of unstructured text bodies [45] . Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) are the prevailing methods used for selecting representative terms in text collections [46, 47] . In our experiments, we chose LDA since it is the generalization of PLSA and can create results to better explain the text semantics. LDA is a Bayesian graphical model and has three layers of "document-topic-word" [48] . The graphical model of LDA is shown in Figure 3 . Its generative process is presented as follows: relations between a focus event and other events. In this section, we will use the topic discovery model and the topic evaluation model to mine social opinions from social media messages. The analysis of the topic words obtained from topic discovery can assist us in discovering the attitude of the public and the implicit relationships among events.
The topic model is a type of statistical model used to discover the latent semantic structures of a text body. It helps us to organize and gain insights into large collections of unstructured text bodies [45] . Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) are the prevailing methods used for selecting representative terms in text collections [46, 47] . In our experiments, we chose LDA since it is the generalization of PLSA and can create results to better explain the text semantics. LDA is a Bayesian graphical model and has three layers of "documenttopic-word" [48] . The graphical model of LDA is shown in Figure 3 . Its generative process is presented as follows: • For each document , pick a multinomial distribution from a Dirichlet distribution with parameter ; • For each topic k = , , pick a multinomial distribution from a Dirichlet distribution with parameter ;
• For the nth word in the mth document where ϵ 1, ⋯ , , and ϵ 1, ⋯ ,
The , is the only observable variable, and other variables are latent variables. We can use Gibbs sampling [49] , and the word-topic matrix and could be calculated as follows: The w m,n is the only observable variable, and other variables are latent variables. We can use Gibbs sampling [49] , and the word-topic matrix ϑ and ϕ could be calculated as follows:
where i = (m, n) indicates a two-dimensional subscript. z i = k is the assignment of the nth word in document m to topic k. w i = t is the nth word in document m and −i means not including word w i .
m demotes the number of words belonging to the kth topic in document m.
k demotes the number of word t generated by topic k.
Topic Evaluation Based on Topic Coherence
Regarding topic discovery based on LDA or PLSA, the number of topics needs to be predetermined. How to find the right number of latent topics in a given corpus, however, remains an open question. Among the proposed evaluation methods, those that are based on topic coherence have revealed a desirable performance [50] .
Moreover, a topic evaluation model can be either intrinsic or extrinsic. Intrinsic methods do not use any external sources or tasks from the dataset, but for extrinsic tasks, a reference corpus is needed for creating a distributional semantic model. Since no good external Chinese domain datasets for sudden hot events currently exist, we chose the intrinsic measure UMass introduced by Newman 2010 [51] to evaluate the topic coherence and define an optimal number of topics. For each topic, computing the sum:
of pairwise scores on the topic words w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w n , usually the top n words by frequency p(w|k). The UMass measure is expressed as a pairwise score function:
D(w i ) describes the count of documents containing the word w i , D w i , w j indicates the count of documents containing both words w i and w j . It is the empirical conditional log-probability log p w j w i = log p(w i ,w j ) p(w j ) smoothed by adding one to D w i , w j .
Visualization
Visualization provides an effective means of data exploration and knowledge representation [52] . This section introduces some visualization methods for temporal, spatial, and textual patterns, which are suitable for demonstrating our analytical results.
Time is a necessary property of geo-tagged social media data. Charts, such as stacked graphs and bar charts, are a good conventional method of visualizing linear time. A clock-like time axis could be adopted to emphasize the cyclic character of time. Color or connection is generally suitable for the interpretation of the relative time of geo-tagged social media data, whereas the axis-based design could be used to present absolute time.
With regard to locations, point-based visualization helps to endow individual points within the spatial context. Each point represents an object, and its visual variables (e.g., color, size) carry related information. Heatmap is a good practice in expressing spatial hot spots that result from clustering. Line-based visualization turns the discrete points into a fitted curve and can also be used to depict locations along trajectories. Region-based visualization is a good way to depict the aggregated information over regions of a predefined granularity. For spatio-temporal visualization, space-time cube or time-series snapshots could be used to express the dynamic spatial phenomenon following specific temporal sequences.
Regarding text visualization, tag cloud is a good choice to represent the word frequency in the text. Word networks could be used to reflect the internal structure and semantic relationship in the texts. For example, the contextual relationships of words can be illustrated in a suffix tree, while the hierarchical relationship of the topics can be packed in circles [53] .
Case Study and Results
The proposed method has been implemented and tested using Sina Weibo data in Shanghai to gain insight into a particular event-the Shanghai Stampede Tragedy that happened on New Year's Eve of 2015.
Data
The stampede tragedy, which occurred in Shanghai, began at about 23:35 local time and lasted almost 15 min. In total, 36 people were killed and 49 were injured [54] . The research data used herein was collected via the Chinese social media platform Sina Weibo. The official application programming interface was used to access and download public content from Sina Weibo. The detailed process of data acquisition was described in [55] . The whole dataset includes Weibo messages recorded from 29 December, 2013 to 8 April, 2015-11,784,344 records over Shanghai. Each record includes 33 attribute fields. Only location-, text-, and time-related information are used for analysis in the current study.
Results

Extraction of Event-Related Information
During the preprocessing of Weibo data, five related fields (latitude, longitude, text, created time, and created Unix timestamp) were preserved and other fields were excluded. After data preprocessing, two training datasets were constructed. For text-based binary classification, term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) features were used, and five commonly classical methods were considered-namely MultinomialNB, BernoulliNB, KNN, SVM with linear kernel, and SVM with radial basis function (RBF) kernel. In order to avoid over-fitting, we used grid-search with 5-fold cross validation on the whole dataset to obtain the optimal hyperparameters for each classifier. Then, in order to select the optimal classifier from the five candidate classifiers, we selected 90% of the dataset for training and 10% of the dataset for testing with a fixed random state (random state = 100). The optimal hyperparameters and classifiers evaluation are summarized in Table 2 . This whole process was implemented by using a scikit-learn (a Python module for machine learning) [56] . As shown in Table 2 , although KNN and MultinomialNB achieve high precision, the recall scores and F1_scores are relatively low. BernoulliNB and SVM perform well, while both SVM methods achieve the best performance at the same time. This result fits the characteristics of the SVM explained in [57] . Considering that SVM with linear kernel has fewer parameters and faster computing speed, we selected SVM with linear kernel to classify three months of Weibo data after the event occurred, and 2425 event-related data records were obtained, as seen in Figure 4 . We found that these data were mainly posted during the first week after the event. The first day of Weibo data posted up to 1729, and then, from the second day on, the attention to the event gradually decreased. After one week, little attention was paid to this event, but on the 13th day and the 21st day, the concern increased significantly. On the 13th day, a related news item was released, according to which leaders of the Huangpu district abused public funds to eat and drink in a nearby restaurant when the stampede happened. On the 21st day, the Shanghai municipal government announced the investigation results of the stampede. Obviously, these two related events were the main reasons for the increased attention to the tragic event. As shown in Table 2 , although KNN and MultinomialNB achieve high precision, the recall scores and F1_scores are relatively low. BernoulliNB and SVM perform well, while both SVM methods achieve the best performance at the same time. This result fits the characteristics of the SVM explained in [57] . Considering that SVM with linear kernel has fewer parameters and faster computing speed, we selected SVM with linear kernel to classify three months of Weibo data after the event occurred, and 2425 event-related data records were obtained, as seen in Figure 4 . We found that these data were mainly posted during the first week after the event. The first day of Weibo data posted up to 1729, and then, from the second day on, the attention to the event gradually decreased. After one week, little attention was paid to this event, but on the 13th day and the 21st day, the concern increased significantly. On the 13th day, a related news item was released, according to which leaders of the Huangpu district abused public funds to eat and drink in a nearby restaurant when the stampede happened. On the 21st day, the Shanghai municipal government announced the investigation results of the stampede. Obviously, these two related events were the main reasons for the increased attention to the tragic event. Figure 5 illustrates the Weibo numbers of the 48 h after the event. We can see that although this event happened at midnight, it stirred up some attention in the first few hours. A number of Weibo messages were posted from seven o'clock in the morning, peaking at nine o'clock. Early morning is a period during which all kinds of news travels fast. After 9 o'clock, attention to the event slowly decreased and reached the minimum at four o'clock the next morning before another wave of attention ensued. In Figure 6 , a time series of snapshots shows the evolution of Weibo messages. A 3D spatialtemporal dot map in Figure 7 provides an alternative view of the distribution of event-related Weibo records in the first 24 h. The black spot indicates the location of the stampede event. As can be seen from these two figures, a few Weibo data were posted near the event location in the first few hours, and the distribution became slowly dispersed. Seven hours later, people started to wake up and Weibo data grew rapidly and spread out. Twelve hours later, the news spread to almost the entire Shanghai city, causing the continued spread of the information over the whole area. Comparing the distributions from one week later to three months later, we find almost no further change. In Figure 6 , a time series of snapshots shows the evolution of Weibo messages. A 3D spatial-temporal dot map in Figure 7 provides an alternative view of the distribution of event-related Weibo records in the first 24 h. The black spot indicates the location of the stampede event. As can be seen from these two figures, a few Weibo data were posted near the event location in the first few hours, and the distribution became slowly dispersed. Seven hours later, people started to wake up and Weibo data grew rapidly and spread out. Twelve hours later, the news spread to almost the entire Shanghai city, causing the continued spread of the information over the whole area. Comparing the distributions from one week later to three months later, we find almost no further change. We used the torque-aggregation-function (torque-resolution = 2) provided by CartoDB to aggregate the geo-location of the event-related Weibo data [58] . The aggregation result is visualized as a heatmap in Figure 8 . We can see clearly some hotspots (i.e., yellow areas) distributed in different areas of the city. Then, we used the density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) algorithm to select the most clustered areas. Based on the knowledge about the size of the Shanghai area and the number of event-related data, we tried with several different parameters and used one percent of the total number of event-related data (i.e., 24) as the minimum features per cluster and 1 km as the search distance. The subareas of the seven largest clusters are obtained and We used the torque-aggregation-function (torque-resolution = 2) provided by CartoDB to aggregate the geo-location of the event-related Weibo data [58] . The aggregation result is visualized as a heatmap in Figure 8 . We can see clearly some hotspots (i.e., yellow areas) distributed in different areas of the city. Then, we used the density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) algorithm to select the most clustered areas. Based on the knowledge about the size of the Shanghai area and the number of event-related data, we tried with several different parameters and used one percent of the total number of event-related data (i.e., 24) as the minimum features per cluster and 1 km as the search distance. The subareas of the seven largest clusters are obtained and enlarged in Figure 8 . Subarea 1 has the highest concentration of data and contains a black spot indicating the location of the stampede event. Subareas 2 and 7 are residential areas, and subarea 5 contains the Shanghai Hongqiao International Airport. The remaining three subareas are campus regions of universities and student dormitories. Students and intellectual groups tended to be more concerned about the event than other citizens. Figure 9 illustrates the results of our statistical analysis on the daily average sentimental changes in different datasets around the week before and after the incident. Blue bars represent the daily average sentimental value of the event-irrelevant information, red bars indicate the daily average sentimental value of all Weibo messages, and gray bars indicate the daily average sentimental value of the event-related information. Some fluctuation of the daily average sentiment in all Weibo data can be perceived. The daily average sentimental value declined gradually from 25 December and went up after 28 December. It peaked on 31 December but dropped back in the following days. A plausible reason for this change is that 25 December is Christmas day, so the public mood is slightly lighter. By the last day of the year, the public's mood peaks due to the coming new year. As can be seen, the Shanghai public's sentiment is very positive in daily life.
Social Sentiment Analysis
of Since the stampede took place on New Year's Eve, the average daily sentimental value in the event-related dataset was very low on 1 January, reaching around −1.8; the average daily sentimental value of event-irrelevant data and comprehensive data are more than two. Later, as time went on, it gradually eased up and became slightly positive on the fifth day after the event, but remained below the average daily sentimental value of comprehensive data.
The daily average sentimental value of event-irrelevant data and that of comprehensive data were equal before the event. However, on the first day after the event, the daily average sentimental value of comprehensive data was 11% lower than that of event-irrelevant data, 2% lower on the second day, and 0.6% lower on the third day. Then, public sentiment was slowly recovered to the level prior to the event. This indicates, to some extent, that people's knowledge of social events had undergone a process from perceptual knowledge to rational knowledge. The comparative analysis of the sentiment changes can support us in understanding the impact of events on the public mood, which may be used as the basis for judging the happiness of the public.
Based on the sentimental intensity and the locations where Weibo data were posted, a sentimental map was created, as shown in Figure 10 , where black, red, and blue, represent negative, positive, and neutral sentiment, respectively; the color intensity corresponds to the intensity of the sentimental feeling. There are obviously more black spots than red spots, which indicates a very negative impact of the stampede event on the public. As for the positive text content, we can see from the following social opinion mining that this is mainly comprised of the public expressing blessings for the victims. Since the stampede took place on New Year's Eve, the average daily sentimental value in the event-related dataset was very low on 1 January, reaching around −1.8; the average daily sentimental value of event-irrelevant data and comprehensive data are more than two. Later, as time went on, it gradually eased up and became slightly positive on the fifth day after the event, but remained below the average daily sentimental value of comprehensive data.
Based on the sentimental intensity and the locations where Weibo data were posted, a sentimental map was created, as shown in Figure 10 , where black, red, and blue, represent negative, positive, and neutral sentiment, respectively; the color intensity corresponds to the intensity of the sentimental feeling. There are obviously more black spots than red spots, which indicates a very negative impact of the stampede event on the public. As for the positive text content, we can see from the following social opinion mining that this is mainly comprised of the public expressing blessings for the victims. 
Social Opinion Mining
Based on the term frequency (TF), we performed the LDA calculation of event-related information with topic numbers from one to 20. The 15 most frequently occurring words for each topic were selected and the UMass measure was adopted for the topic evaluation. The result is shown in Figure 11a . One topic is outstanding in comparison to other event-related topics. The LDA model was run with 50 iterations for this outstanding topic. The results for the 15 most frequently occurring words on the topic are summarized in Figure 12 , where the font size represents the probability of the word appearing on the topic. Topic words such as "stampede", "event", and "accident" described the type of event. "Shanghai" and "the Bund" indicate the location of the event. "New Year's Eve" reveals the time of the event. "Candle", "life", "silence", and "the deceased" express people's wishes for the dead. All these keywords reflect the characteristics of the event. They belong to the perceptual knowledge about the event including human feelings and representation of the event. 
Based on the term frequency (TF), we performed the LDA calculation of event-related information with topic numbers from one to 20. The 15 most frequently occurring words for each topic were selected and the UMass measure was adopted for the topic evaluation. The result is shown in Figure 11a . One topic is outstanding in comparison to other event-related topics. The LDA model was run with 50 iterations for this outstanding topic. The results for the 15 most frequently occurring words on the topic are summarized in Figure 12 , where the font size represents the probability of the word appearing on the topic. Topic words such as "stampede", "event", and "accident" described the type of event. "Shanghai" and "the Bund" indicate the location of the event. "New Year's Eve" reveals the time of the event. "Candle", "life", "silence", and "the deceased" express people's wishes for the dead. All these keywords reflect the characteristics of the event. They belong to the perceptual knowledge about the event including human feelings and representation of the event. In order to mine further hidden knowledge, TF-IDF is used as the word feature. This method decreases the weight of words with high frequencies in all documents, such as "stampede" and "Shanghai", and increases the weight of words which appear frequently in parts of the documents but not the whole records. In this way, some hidden knowledge could be discovered. The whole process is as above, except that the word factor changes from TF to TF-IDF. The result of topic evaluation for different topic numbers is shown in Figure 11b , where five outstanding topics for event-related information are perceivable. We used the LDA model with 50 iterations for these five topics and obtained the results. Each Weibo text has a corresponding probability for each topic. Based on the maximum probability, we divided each Weibo message into one topic and calculated the average sentimental value of the Weibo messages included in each topic. The analysis results regarding these five topics are shown in Table 3 . In order to mine further hidden knowledge, TF-IDF is used as the word feature. This method decreases the weight of words with high frequencies in all documents, such as "stampede" and "Shanghai", and increases the weight of words which appear frequently in parts of the documents but not the whole records. In this way, some hidden knowledge could be discovered. The whole process is as above, except that the word factor changes from TF to TF-IDF. The result of topic evaluation for different topic numbers is shown in Figure 11b , where five outstanding topics for event-related information are perceivable. We used the LDA model with 50 iterations for these five topics and obtained the results. Each Weibo text has a corresponding probability for each topic. Based on the maximum probability, we divided each Weibo message into one topic and calculated the average sentimental value of the Weibo messages included in each topic. The analysis results regarding these five topics are shown in Table 3 . In order to mine further hidden knowledge, TF-IDF is used as the word feature. This method decreases the weight of words with high frequencies in all documents, such as "stampede" and "Shanghai", and increases the weight of words which appear frequently in parts of the documents but not the whole records. In this way, some hidden knowledge could be discovered. The whole process is as above, except that the word factor changes from TF to TF-IDF. The result of topic evaluation for different topic numbers is shown in Figure 11b , where five outstanding topics for event-related information are perceivable. We used the LDA model with 50 iterations for these five topics and obtained the results. Each Weibo text has a corresponding probability for each topic. Based on the maximum probability, we divided each Weibo message into one topic and calculated the average sentimental value of the Weibo messages included in each topic. The analysis results regarding these five topics are shown in Table 3 . As shown in Table 3 , excluding the description of the event itself, we can obtain some interesting events or knowledge from these topic words separately. These results include both the public attitude and people's judgments and inferences about this stampede event.
In topic one, "event investigation", "that night", "officers", "have dinner", and "restaurant" show that the public were aware of a restaurant event which officers attended that night. Official reports show that some local officers used public funds to dine at a nearby restaurant that night, which caused public dissatisfaction. The stampede event also connected the public's attention with this restaurant event.
In topic two, "crowd" shows the reason for this stampede event. "Cancel", "light show", and "crowd" illustrate that, possibly due to concerns related to crowding, the lantern show was canceled. This is a causal event.
In topic three, "district mayor", "dismissed", "Huangpu district", "restaurant", and "event" show that the local mayor was dismissed, which may be due to this event and the restaurant event. This should be a causal event.
In topic four, "people" and "crowd" describe the cause of the stampede. Additionally, "share", "quick", "come to see", and "view" are some words used by the public to spread news of this stampede event to others. This topic shows the public dissemination of this stampede event.
In topic five, "the deceased" and "victim" refer to death in this stampede event. "Rest in peace", "life", "strong", and "silence" are the reactions of the public to these victims. This topic shows the public's wish of peace for the victims of the incident.
It can be seen that the average sentimental value for each topic is negative. This result further illustrates the negative impact of this stampede tragedy on the public. Meanwhile, we can see that the average sentimental values of different topics are significantly different. This implies that the public's emotional responses to different topics on the same event are different. On topic 4, the public did not show strong negative emotions when discussing the cause of the incident and disseminating information about the incident. However, on topic 3, when the discussion involved the government's punishment of the relevant officials for the stampede tragedy and the related restaurant event, the public expressed strong negative emotions.
Discussion
It is easy to extract event-related information according to related hashtags for events that receive a high level of attention or have a great impact. Together with event-irrelevant information, we tuned the hyperparameters and performed cross-validation to select the optimal classifier from several commonly used classification methods to obtain other unlabeled related data. Both methods based on SVM achieved the best performance at the same time, while KNN and MultinomialNB did not perform well for the supervised learning of small-scale sparse matrices. However, for an event without a hashtag, we can refer to [34] to filter the data through keywords, and an event-related dataset could then be constructed through manual annotation.
As seen in Figures 4-7 , event information can spread rapidly through the internet. As the 2014 Shanghai stampede occurred at midnight and most people were sleeping at the time, the event-related information spread slowly in the first few hours until most people gradually woke up and communication of the event proliferated rapidly. It took just two hours for the event-related information to cover the entire Shanghai area, indicating both the wide reach of the internet and the great impact of this event. As can be seen from Figures 6 and 7 , the impact on the everyday lives of the public caused by the event is centered on the site of the incident and continues to spread outwards in space. To a certain extent, this reflects the law of network transmission of emergencies, which is spatially diffused from the incident site to the outside.
A comparative analysis of the average daily sentimental value of the event-related information, event-irrelevant information, and comprehensive information could be used to assess the impact of the event on the public. As shown in Figures 4 and 9 , on the first day after the stampede event, the average daily public sentimental value dropped by 11% due to this event. As time went on, the public sentiment gradually regressed and concern for this event declined. After about one week, the public sentiment returned to the normal state. The comprehensive statistical analysis of different events can help the government and related agencies to assess and predict the public sentimental changes and the recovery cycle so that the government can formulate timely targeted response policies if a similar situation reappears.
As shown in Figure 12 and Table 3 , using the LDA model based on TF, we can extract a few keywords to summarize the social event. In addition, using the LDA model based on TF-IDF, we can determine the public reaction and related hidden events. However, implicit knowledge needs to be obtained by parsing the topic words of each topic. The topic evaluation model based on the coherence score can help us determine the appropriate number of topics. In addition, the combination of topic modeling and sentiment analysis helps to understand the public's sentimental attitudes toward different topics on the same event. In response to the Shanghai stampede, the public's sentimental attitude towards each topic was negative. With respect to more controversial events (e.g., policy development, marketing activities), this approach can help deepen the understanding of diverse views held by the public.
Conclusions
In summary, this article presents a generic framework for analyzing the impacts of social events from geo-tagged social media. Following a discussion of the necessary data preprocessing, an event-related information extraction method combining machine learning and hashtags is adopted to extract unlabeled event-related information from the original dataset. Social sentiment analysis and social opinion mining are then used to explore the public's understanding of and feelings about the event. Finally, various visualization methods are discussed in order to represent the event-related knowledge obtained from the perspective of time, space, and semantics. The case study based on the 2014 Shanghai stampede tragedy revealed why it happened, in what way in affected local citizens, and for how long. Compared with traditional sociological methods, the proposed approach combines the methods of social sensing, machine learning, and natural language processing and can thus facilitate efficient data acquisition and analysis [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Compared with some of the existing social network-based public opinion mining, this paper considers the dimensions of time and geo-space in observing the impact of social events in addition to sentiment analysis and opinion mining [19, 20] . Meanwhile, various visualization methods make knowledge representation more vivid. The proposed analytical method could be easily adapted to various social events (e.g., riots, festivals, exhibitions) and could serve governmental agencies, enterprises, and citizens in tracing the consequences of events as well as taking necessary measures to amplify/reduce the positive/negative impacts.
Our study has some limitations. Firstly, due to the limited accessibility of Weibo data, we may have missed some knowledge aspects in our case study. Secondly, with respect to the sentimental analysis of social media messages, we have not yet included the network vocabulary in order to enhance analytical quality. Thirdly, we are restricted to intrinsic measures of evaluating topic coherence due to the lack of an external Chinese dataset for sudden events. More reliable results can be achieved when external reference datasets are available and accessible.
In the current research, we chose the 2014 Shanghai stampede as a representative case and used geo-tagged Weibo data in Shanghai region to study its social impacts. In the next step, we plan to extend this framework to conduct a comparative analysis between different kinds of events (e.g., political events, festivals, social security events) of varying scales (e.g., international, national, and city level) in order to explore the spatiotemporal behaviors of existing events and their cross-cultural impacts. 
